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Introduction
The Hierarchical Modelling of Species Communities (HMSC) framework is a statistical framework for analysis
of multivariate data, typically from species communities. We assume that the reader has already gone through
the vignette “Hmsc 3.0: Getting started with Hmsc: univariate models”. Here we continue by demonstrating
how to get started with multivariate analyses. We consider here the low-dimensional case, i.e. the case where
the number of species is small. The high-dimensional case of a species-rich community is considered in the
next vignette “Hmsc 3.0: Getting started with Hmsc: high-dimensional multivariate models”.
To get Hmsc-R in use, you need to first install it [https://github.com/hmsc-r/HMSC] and then load it.
library(Hmsc)
library(corrplot)
set.seed(1)
We also loaded the corrplot package which will be used for plotting, and we set the random number seed
to make the results presented here reproducible.

Linear model for a community with five species
As the first case study, we use HMSC to fit a multivariate linear model.

Generating simulated data
For illustrative purposes, we use simulated data for which we know the parameter values.
n = 100
x1 = rnorm(n)
x2 = rnorm(n)
XData = data.frame(x1=x1,x2=x2)
alpha = c(0,0,0,0,0)
beta1 = c(1,1,-1,-1,0)
beta2 = c(1,-1,1,-1,0)
sigma = c(1,1,1,1,1)
L = matrix(NA,nrow=n,ncol=5)
Y = matrix(NA,nrow=n,ncol=5)
for (j in 1:5){
L[,j] = alpha[j] + beta1[j]*x1 + beta2[j]*x2
Y[,j] = L[,j] + rnorm(n, sd = sigma[j])
}
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Here, we have generated data for five species, for n = 100 sampling units (i.e., data points). The environmental predictors x1 and x2 are continuous covariates, alpha, beta1 and beta2 are the true parameters for
the intercept and the slopes associated to the two covariates, L is the matrix of linear predictors, and Y is the
matrix of response variables. Indexing the species by j and the sampling units by i, we can write down the
model that generated the data as yij = αj + β1j x1i + β2j x2i + ij , where ij ∼ N (0, σj2 ). We have assumed
that species 1 and 2 respond positively to the covariate x1 whereas species 3 and 4 respond negatively to it.
We have further assumed that species 1 and 3 respond positively to the covariate x2 whereas species 2 and
4 respond negatively to it. Species five differs from the other species in that it does not respond to either of
the covariates. All five species are assumed to have the same amount of residual variation, i.e. variation not
explained by the responses to the environmental covariates.

Estimating environmental responses
To analyze these data with HMSC, we construct the model as
m = Hmsc(Y = Y, XData = XData, XFormula = ~x1+x2)
With the XFormula, we have specified that we assume additive effects of the two covariates x1 and x2 , i.e. we
assume the same model that we used to generate the data.
To fit the HMSC model with Bayesian inference, we use the sampleMcmc function. When calling sampleMcmc,
we need to decide how many chains to sample (nChains), how many samples to obtain per chain (samples),
how long transient (also called burn-in) to include (transient), and how frequently we wish to see the
progress of the MCMC sampling (verbose). MCMC sampling can take a lot of time, so we have included
two options below. By setting test.run = TRUE, the entire .Rmd version of the vignette can be run quickly,
but the parameter estimates will not be reliable. However, that does not matter if the aim of running
the vignette is e.g. to get familiar with the syntax of HMSC-R, to examine the structure of the constructed
objects and the inputs and outputs of the functions. When setting test.run = FALSE, a much larger amount
of MCMC sampling is conducted, and running the .Rmd version of the vignette will reproduce the results
shown in the .pdf version of the vignette.
nChains = 2
test.run = FALSE
if (test.run){
#with this option, the vignette runs fast but results are not reliable
thin = 1
samples = 10
transient = 5
verbose = 0
} else {
#with this option, the vignette evaluates slow but it reproduces the results of the
#.pdf version
thin = 10
samples = 1000
transient = 500*thin
verbose = 0
}
We are now ready to call sampleMcmc and thus estimate the model parameters.
m = sampleMcmc(m, thin = thin, samples = samples, transient = transient,
nChains = nChains, verbose = verbose)
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## [1] "Setting updater$GammaEta=FALSE due to absence of random effects included to the model"
## [1] "Computing chain 1"
## [1] "Computing chain 2"
Note that we set verbose to zero to suppress the output reporting how MCMC sampling is proceeding.
This was done here just to avoid printing many extra lines to the vignette. Normally one wishes to see the
progress, especially if posterior sampling takes a lot of time.
As should be routinely done, we next check MCMC convergence diagnostics.
mpost = convertToCodaObject(m)
effectiveSize(mpost$Beta)
## B[(Intercept) (C1), sp1 (S1)]
B[x1 (C2), sp1 (S1)]
##
2371.907
1878.129
##
B[x2 (C3), sp1 (S1)] B[(Intercept) (C1), sp2 (S2)]
##
2109.482
1934.317
##
B[x1 (C2), sp2 (S2)]
B[x2 (C3), sp2 (S2)]
##
2000.000
2000.000
## B[(Intercept) (C1), sp3 (S3)]
B[x1 (C2), sp3 (S3)]
##
2000.000
2071.634
##
B[x2 (C3), sp3 (S3)] B[(Intercept) (C1), sp4 (S4)]
##
2116.456
2035.630
##
B[x1 (C2), sp4 (S4)]
B[x2 (C3), sp4 (S4)]
##
2154.126
2048.588
## B[(Intercept) (C1), sp5 (S5)]
B[x1 (C2), sp5 (S5)]
##
1971.676
2000.000
##
B[x2 (C3), sp5 (S5)]
##
2472.218
gelman.diag(mpost$Beta, multivariate=FALSE)$psrf
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##

B[(Intercept) (C1), sp1
B[x1 (C2), sp1 (S1)]
B[x2 (C3), sp1 (S1)]
B[(Intercept) (C1), sp2
B[x1 (C2), sp2 (S2)]
B[x2 (C3), sp2 (S2)]
B[(Intercept) (C1), sp3
B[x1 (C2), sp3 (S3)]
B[x2 (C3), sp3 (S3)]
B[(Intercept) (C1), sp4
B[x1 (C2), sp4 (S4)]
B[x2 (C3), sp4 (S4)]
B[(Intercept) (C1), sp5
B[x1 (C2), sp5 (S5)]
B[x2 (C3), sp5 (S5)]

(S1)]

(S2)]

(S3)]

(S4)]

(S5)]

Point est. Upper C.I.
1.0013022 1.0072888
1.0000480 1.0006855
0.9994675 0.9996528
0.9997634 1.0011716
0.9995786 1.0003597
1.0029282 1.0133181
0.9994470 0.9998161
0.9993399 0.9993400
0.9998803 1.0019064
1.0004381 1.0011887
0.9996098 1.0005913
0.9998864 1.0013333
1.0039748 1.0143854
1.0010311 1.0075935
0.9998418 1.0018721

As there are five species and three regression parameters per species (including the intercept), there are
fifteen parameters for which convergence diagnostics are shown. All looks good: effective sample sizes are
high, and potential scale reduction factors are close to one.
As there are quite many parameters, it can be more convenient to look at the convergence diagnostics
graphically.
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Figure 1: Histograms of effective sample sizes and potential scale reduction factors (psrf) for Beta parameters

par(mfrow=c(1,2))
hist(effectiveSize(mpost$Beta), main="ess(beta)")
hist(gelman.diag(mpost$Beta, multivariate=FALSE)$psrf, main="psrf(beta)")
We note that thus far we have examined MCMC convergence only for the β-parameters, but the HMSC
model has also many other kinds of parameters, and MCMC convergence should be checked for them as well.
We will return to this topic below.
To assess the model’s explanatory power, we apply the evaluateModelFit function to the posterior predictive
distribution simulated by the function computePredictedValues.
preds = computePredictedValues(m)
evaluateModelFit(hM = m, predY = preds)

##
##
##
##
##

$RMSE
[1] 1.0279441 0.9841549 1.1406741 0.9557535 1.0671556
$R2
[1] 0.60901465 0.64198620 0.57468321 0.68037553 0.01542716

The model fit is given in terms of R2 and root-mean-square error RMSE for each of the five species. As
expected, the explanatory power is poor for the species number five as variation in that species is not related
to the environmental covariates. The root-mean-square error is close to one for all species, reflecting the fact
that we assumed that the standard deviation of unexplained residual variation is one for each species.
We next evaluate the model’s predictive power through two-fold cross validation.
partition = createPartition(m, nfolds = 2)
preds = computePredictedValues(m, partition = partition)
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##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##

[1]
[1]
[1]
[1]
[1]
[1]
[1]
[1]

"Cross-validation, fold 1 out of 2"
"Setting updater$GammaEta=FALSE due to absence of random effects included to the model"
"Computing chain 1"
"Computing chain 2"
"Cross-validation, fold 2 out of 2"
"Setting updater$GammaEta=FALSE due to absence of random effects included to the model"
"Computing chain 1"
"Computing chain 2"

evaluateModelFit(hM = m, predY = preds)
##
##
##
##
##

$RMSE
[1] 1.171691 1.045989 1.164036 0.985176 1.095447
$R2
[1]

0.496186443

0.596033439

0.560550582

0.661329494 -0.003401928

The predictive power is not much worse than the explanatory power, as even with cross-validation there is
sufficient amount of training data to learn about the environmental responses.
Let us now look at the estimates of the β parameters. We may do so visually by applying the plotBeta
function.
postBeta = getPostEstimate(m, parName = "Beta")
plotBeta(m, post = postBeta, param = "Support", supportLevel = 0.95)
In 2, shown by red are those parameters for which the posterior probability for the parameter being positive
is greater the chosen support level, here 0.95. Shown in blue are those parameters for which the posterior
probability for the parameter being negative is greater than 0.95. The remaining parameters for which there
is no strong statistical support for being positive or negative are shown in white. The plot shows that we
were able to estimate from the data the parameters that we assumed when generating the data: species 1
and 2 respond positively to the covariate x1 whereas species 3 and 4 respond negatively to it, species 1 and
3 respond positively to the covariate x2 whereas species 2 and 4 respond negatively to it, and species 5 does
not respond to either of the covariates. As is often the case, the estimate of the intercept is of less interest,
as that relates to the mean abundance of each species.

Estimating species-to-species associations
One of the most important features of HMSC is that it allows estimating species-to-species residual associations, which is implemented through a latent factor approach. We will next extend the above fitted model
to include such latent factors. To do so, we need to include a random effect at the level of the sampling
unit. We note that in a univariate model, such a random effect would not make sense, as variation related
to the random effect would be fully confounded with residual variation. However, in a multivariate model it
is possible to define a random effect at the sampling unit level, as in a multivariate case the random effect
models not only variation within species, but also co-variation among species, i.e. species-to-species residual
associations.
studyDesign = data.frame(sample = as.factor(1:n))
rL = HmscRandomLevel(units = studyDesign$sample)
m = Hmsc(Y = Y, XData = XData, XFormula = ~x1+x2,
studyDesign = studyDesign, ranLevels = list(sample = rL))
m = sampleMcmc(m, thin = thin, samples = samples, transient = transient,
nChains = nChains, verbose = verbose)
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Figure 2: Heatmap of Beta parameters
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## [1] "Computing chain 1"
## [1] "Computing chain 2"
In a model with random effects, it is important to look at the convergence diagnostics not only for the
β parameters, but also for the Ω parameters. The matrix Ω is the matrix of species-to-species residual
covariances.
mpost = convertToCodaObject(m)
par(mfrow=c(2,2))
hist(effectiveSize(mpost$Beta), main="ess(beta)")
hist(gelman.diag(mpost$Beta, multivariate=FALSE)$psrf, main="psrf(beta)")
hist(effectiveSize(mpost$Omega[[1]]), main="ess(omega)")
hist(gelman.diag(mpost$Omega[[1]], multivariate=FALSE)$psrf, main="psrf(omega)")
The convergence diagnostics shown in Fig. 3 are somewhat better for the β parameters than for the Ω
parameters. This is typically the case, as it is easier to estimate the fixed effects than the random effects,
especially in a multivariate model.
Let us next visualize the estimates of the β parameters.
postBeta = getPostEstimate(m, parName="Beta")
plotBeta(m, post=postBeta, param="Support", supportLevel = 0.95)
Reassuringly, the estimates shown in Fig. 4 are consistent with those estimated by a model without the
random effect.
In addition to the β parameters related to the fixed effects, we can now look at the estimated species-tospecies associations. We extract them from the model object with the computeAssociations function, which
also converts the covariances to the more convenient scale of correlation (ranging from -1 to +1). In the
script below, we choose to plot only those associations for which the posterior probability for being negative
or positive is at least 0.95. There is no specific function for plotting species-to-species associations in HMSC,
but such plots can be generated straightforwardly with the corrplot function.
OmegaCor = computeAssociations(m)
supportLevel = 0.95
toPlot = ((OmegaCor[[1]]$support>supportLevel)
+ (OmegaCor[[1]]$support<(1-supportLevel))>0)*OmegaCor[[1]]$mean
corrplot(toPlot, method = "color",
col = colorRampPalette(c("blue","white","red"))(200),
title = paste("random effect level:", m$rLNames[1]), mar=c(0,0,1,0))
The only associations that are visible in Fig. 5 are within-species associations, for which the correlations
are always by definition one. This result is fully in line with what we assumed when simulating the data,
as we simulated the residuals independently for each species. To make this more transparent, we note that
our assumption of ij ∼ N (0, σj2 ) can be written in the multivariate notation as i· ∼ N (0, Σ), where Σ is a
diagonal matrix with the species-specific variances σj at the diagonal, and zeros at the off-diagonal.
Let us then repeat the above analyses with a model that is otherwise identical but does not include the
covariate x2 . The motivation for dropping x2 from the model is that often many covariates that do influence
the data in reality are not included in the analysis. For example, it might be that the researcher analyzing
the data did not think that the covariate x2 would influence the species abundances, or that it was not
possible to measure the covariate x2 even if it was thought to be relevant.
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Figure 4: Heatmap of Beta parameters for the multivariate model
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Figure 6: Heatmap of the Beta parameters for the reduced-covariate model

m = Hmsc(Y=Y, XData=XData, XFormula=~x1,
studyDesign=studyDesign, ranLevels=list(sample=rL))
m = sampleMcmc(m, thin = thin, samples = samples, transient = transient,
nChains = nChains, verbose = verbose)
## [1] "Computing chain 1"
## [1] "Computing chain 2"
postBeta = getPostEstimate(m, parName="Beta")
plotBeta(m, post=postBeta, param="Support", supportLevel = 0.95)

OmegaCor = computeAssociations(m)
supportLevel = 0.95
toPlot = ((OmegaCor[[1]]$support>supportLevel)
+ (OmegaCor[[1]]$support<(1-supportLevel))>0)*OmegaCor[[1]]$mean
corrplot(toPlot, method = "color",
col=colorRampPalette(c("blue","white","red"))(200),
title=paste("random effect level:", m$rLNames[1]), mar=c(0,0,1,0))
The estimates of the β parameters (Fig. 6) show the same responses to the covariate x1 that was included
in the reduced model as the full model that contained both covariates. But what is now different is that
the association matrix (Fig. 7) shows residual correlations among the species: species 1 and 3 are positively
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Figure 7: Heatmap of the Omega matrix from the reduced-covariate model
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correlated with each other, and so are species 2 and 4, but these two groups of species are negatively
correlated with each other. In contrast, species 5 is not correlated with any other species. The reason for
these residual correlations is the responses of the species to the covariate x2 , which is missing from the model,
and thus its influence is seen in the residual associations. Species 1 and 3 were assumed to respond similarly
(both positively) to the missing covariate x2 , creating a positive association among them. Species 1 and 2
responded dissimilarly (one positively and one negatively) to the missing covariate x2 , creating a negative
association among them.
In general, residual associations among species can be generated by correlated responses to missing covariates,
or by ecological interactions. While HMSC analyses can be used to identify residual associations among the
species, they cannot be used to separate conclusively whether the associations are due to missing covariates
or due to ecological interactions. This is not a limitation of HMSC per se, but a limitation of the type of
data that is used as input: identical data on species occurrences or abundances can be generated either
by responses to missing covariates or by ecological interactions. To ascertain whether the associations are
due to missing covariates or ecological interactions, some other type of data would thus be needed. As one
example, one could conduct experiments where the fitnesses of the species are measured when they are or
are not allowed to interact with each other. In the absence of such additional data, the best that can be
done is to control in the model for those environmental covariates that can be expected (or are shown by
cross-validation) to be relevant, and then interpret the remaining residual associations with caution, and
keeping the ecological knowledge about the study organisms in mind.

Explanatory power, predictive power, and conditional predictive power
The model where the responses to a missing covariate are captured by residual associations provides us an
interesting case study to discuss different ways in which explanatory and predictive power can be computed.
Let us start by evaluating the explanatory power.
preds = computePredictedValues(m)
evaluateModelFit(hM = m, predY = preds)
##
##
##
##
##

$RMSE
[1] 0.9642218 1.0242711 0.9520884 0.8462826 1.0668974
$R2
[1] 0.67179669 0.63057899 0.73698826 0.76670079 0.01777038

The explanatory power of the reduced model (that has only x1 as the covariate) is similar to the explanatory
power of the full model (that has both x1 and x2 as covariates). This may appear surprising, as we generated
the data with the assumption that the species respond equally strongly to the missing covariate x2 as to the
covariate x1 included in the model. The equally high explanatory power is due to the fact that the random
effect part of the model also helps to make the predictions. The underlying latent variable approach can
actually be viewed as a way to estimate missing covariates (latent variables) and species’ responses to them
(latent loadings). Thus, the fitted model has information about the values of the missing covariates in the
sampling units used for model fitting, and this information can be used when making the predictions.
We next evaluate the predictive power of the model by cross-validation.
preds = computePredictedValues(m, partition = partition)
##
##
##
##

[1]
[1]
[1]
[1]

"Cross-validation, fold 1 out of 2"
"Computing chain 1"
"Computing chain 2"
"Cross-validation, fold 2 out of 2"
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## [1] "Computing chain 1"
## [1] "Computing chain 2"
evaluateModelFit(hM = m, predY = preds)

##
##
##
##
##

$RMSE
[1] 1.476390 1.442820 1.627333 1.370362 1.101634
$R2
[1]

0.20565151

0.23085219

0.13471056

0.34380118 -0.01483055

The predictive power is much lower than the explanatory power. This is because the fitted model cannot
know the values of the missing covariates (technically, the latent variables) for the sampling units not included
in model fitting, and thus the predictive power of the model to new sampling units is based on the covariate
x1 only.
With the multivariate model, it is also possible to generate conditional predictions. When generating conditional predictions for a focal species, the observed data for some other species are assumed to be known. If
the focal species and the other species show residual associations, knowing the observed data for the other
species can help to make improved predictions for the focal species. The possibility of making conditional
predictions in the context of cross-validation has been implemented in the computePredictedValues function. In addition to the partition among the sampling units, we now apply also partition.sp over the
species.
preds = computePredictedValues(m, partition=partition,
partition.sp=c(1,2,3,4,5), mcmcStep=10)

##
##
##
##
##
##

[1]
[1]
[1]
[1]
[1]
[1]

"Cross-validation, fold 1 out of 2"
"Computing chain 1"
"Computing chain 2"
"Cross-validation, fold 2 out of 2"
"Computing chain 1"
"Computing chain 2"

evaluateModelFit(hM=m, predY=preds)

##
##
##
##
##

$RMSE
[1] 1.288897 1.269350 1.389666 1.149119 1.102816
$R2
[1]

0.38497238

0.41639846

0.37187158

0.55317403 -0.01522965

By writing partition.sp=c(1,2,3,4,5) we chose to do a full leave-one-out cross validation across the five
species, in combination with the two-fold cross validation (defined by partition) over the sampling units.
With these choices, the predicted values are computed as follows.
First, the fold 1 of sampling units is considered as the focal fold for which predictions are to be generated.
Thus, the model is fitted using only sampling units from fold 2 as training data. The predictions are then
made separately for each focal species. For example, the predictions for species 1 are made conditional
on the observed data for the other species 2-5. At this stage, the observed data on the species 2-5 are
utilized to estimate the latent variables for the focal sampling unit. The focal species 1 is then assumed to
respond to the latent variables based on its latent loadings. As shown by the improved measures of model
14

fit, the predictions based on conditional cross-validation are more accurate than the predictions based on
the ‘normal’ cross-validation.
Making conditional predictions (and thus conditional cross-validations) requires the estimation of the latent
variables for the sampling units for which the predictions are to be generated. This can in practice be done
with the help of MCMC sampling, which is why the parameter mcmcStep is included in the function call.
We have here selected to do the conditional predictions by updating the latent variables with 10 MCMC
iterations. There is no general rule on how many MCMC iterations will be sufficient, and thus we recommend
setting mcmcStep first e.g. to 10 and then to 100 to see if the results improve. As always, running more
MCMC iterations means a longer computational time.
We note that conditional prediction is conceptually similar to using non-focal species as predictors. For
example, the conditional predictions by the multivariate model for species 1 are very similar to what would
be predicted by the univariate model y1~x1+y2+y3+y4+y5. While including the other species as predictors
is a viable option for communities with small number of species, it is not straightforward to do if there are
tens or hundreds of species. In contrast, as we will show in the vignette “HMSC-R 3.0: Getting started with
HMSC-R: high-dimensional multivariate models”, conditional predictions can be made also for large species
communities.

Model-based ordination
Another way to visualize the responses of the species to the latent variables is to construct a biplot, as
commonly done in ordination analyses. First, we fit the model without any covariates, and the number of
latent factors constrained to 2.
rL$nfMin=2
rL$nfMax=2
m = Hmsc(Y=Y, XData=XData, XFormula=~1,
studyDesign=studyDesign, ranLevels=list(sample=rL))
m = sampleMcmc(m, thin = thin, samples = samples, transient = transient,
nChains = nChains, verbose = verbose)
## [1] "Computing chain 1"
## [1] "Computing chain 2"
We now extract the posterior means of the η and λ parameters, which represent the site loadings (η) and
species loadings (λ) on the latent factors. We then assign colors to the site loadings according to the value
of the covariate x2 used in simulating the data (but that was not used in model fitting).
etaPost=getPostEstimate(m, "Eta")
lambdaPost=getPostEstimate(m, "Lambda")
biPlot(m, etaPost = etaPost, lambdaPost = lambdaPost, factors = c(1,2), "x2")
In the biplot of Fig. 8, the sites are clearly ordered by the color, which reflects the fact the latent variable
has captured the missing covariate x2 . Species 1 and 3 are close to each other in this plot, as are species 2
and 4, reflecting their similar responses to the missing covariate.

A community of four species with a mixture of data types
As the second case study, we use HMSC to fit a multivariate non-linear model. While all species are typically
assumed to follow the same error distribution, HMSC allows also for mixtures of them. To illustrate, we
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assume the same environmental covariates and the same linear predictors as we did for species 1-4 in the
example above, but we apply four different link functions and error distributions. More precisely, we will
assume that species 1 follows the normal model, species 2 the probit model, species 3 the Poisson model, and
species 4 the log-normal Poisson model. Perhaps we have measured the abundance of species 1 as biomass
and the abundances of species 3 and 4 as counts of individuals, whereas for species 2 only presence-absence
data are available.
set.seed(2)
alpha = c(0,0,0,0)
beta1 = c(1,1,-1,-1)
beta2 = c(1,-1,1,-1)
sigma = c(1,NA,NA,1)
L = matrix(NA,nrow=n,ncol=4)
Y = matrix(NA,nrow=n,ncol=4)
for (j in 1:4){
L[,j] = alpha[j] + beta1[j]*x1 + beta2[j]*x2
}
Y[,1] = L[,1] + rnorm(n, sd = sigma[1])
Y[,2] = 1*((L[,2] + rnorm(n, sd = 1))>0)
Y[,3] = rpois(n, lambda = exp(L[,3]))
Y[,4] = rpois(n, lambda = exp(L[,4] + rnorm(n, sd = sigma[4])))
Note that we have not defined the residual variance sigma for species 2 and 3 because this parameter is
irrelevant for the probit and Poisson models. Let us illustrate the nature of the data by viewing it for the
first 10 sampling units.
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Y[1:10,]
##
[,1] [,2] [,3] [,4]
## [1,] -2.1437350
1
1
3
## [2,] 0.4106084
1
1
1
## [3,] -0.1587049
0
0
3
## [4,] 0.6229339
1
0
0
## [5,] -0.4053286
1
3
5
## [6,] 1.0792392
0
16
0
## [7,] 1.9120913
1
1
2
## [8,] 1.4088009
1
0
0
## [9,] 2.9444406
0
2
1
## [10,] 1.2380007
0
8
0
While we could repeat for these data all the analyses that we did for the linear model of five species, to
avoid repetition we perform here only some basic analyses with a HMSC model without random effect. To
account for the different types of response variables, we define it as follows.
m = Hmsc(Y = Y, XData = XData, XFormula = ~x1+x2,
distr = c("normal","probit","poisson","lognormal poisson"))
If all response variables would have followed the same error distribution, it would have been sufficient to
set the error distribution only once, e.g. as distr="probit". Now that we have assumed different types of
response variables, we define distr as a vector where each element corresponds to each species.
We next fit the model and check the MCMC diagnostics.
m = sampleMcmc(m, thin = thin, samples = samples, transient = transient,
nChains = nChains, verbose = verbose)
## [1] "Setting updater$GammaEta=FALSE due to absence of random effects included to the model"
## [1] "Computing chain 1"
## [1] "Computing chain 2"
mpost = convertToCodaObject(m)
effectiveSize(mpost$Beta)

## B[(Intercept) (C1), sp1 (S1)]
B[x1 (C2), sp1 (S1)]
##
2029.26780
2428.04555
##
B[x2 (C3), sp1 (S1)] B[(Intercept) (C1), sp2 (S2)]
##
2292.00471
2152.75063
##
B[x1 (C2), sp2 (S2)]
B[x2 (C3), sp2 (S2)]
##
1499.33252
1818.67893
## B[(Intercept) (C1), sp3 (S3)]
B[x1 (C2), sp3 (S3)]
##
57.47158
80.78326
##
B[x2 (C3), sp3 (S3)] B[(Intercept) (C1), sp4 (S4)]
##
127.77028
157.36302
##
B[x1 (C2), sp4 (S4)]
B[x2 (C3), sp4 (S4)]
##
206.50856
136.44698
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gelman.diag(mpost$Beta, multivariate=FALSE)$psrf
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##

B[(Intercept) (C1), sp1
B[x1 (C2), sp1 (S1)]
B[x2 (C3), sp1 (S1)]
B[(Intercept) (C1), sp2
B[x1 (C2), sp2 (S2)]
B[x2 (C3), sp2 (S2)]
B[(Intercept) (C1), sp3
B[x1 (C2), sp3 (S3)]
B[x2 (C3), sp3 (S3)]
B[(Intercept) (C1), sp4
B[x1 (C2), sp4 (S4)]
B[x2 (C3), sp4 (S4)]

Point est. Upper C.I.
0.9996921
0.999741
1.0002780
1.000545
1.0004180
1.002600
(S2)] 1.0002077
1.002346
1.0089554
1.034095
1.0001090
1.003132
(S3)] 1.0001821
1.000733
1.0048875
1.012874
1.0027683
1.016033
(S4)] 1.0092131
1.042821
1.0208898
1.093881
1.0335191
1.134938
(S1)]

As expected from the corresponding results from the univariate analyses, the MCMC convergence is best
for the normally distributed response variable and worst for the Poisson distributed response variable. In a
more serious analysis, we should increase the thinning to obtain better MCMC convergence.
As always, we can measure the model’s explanatory power with the function evaluateModelFit.
preds = computePredictedValues(m, expected = FALSE)
evaluateModelFit(hM = m, predY = preds)
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##

$RMSE
[1] 1.1434749 0.3768965 1.4352700 5.1739733
$R2
[1] 0.5118741
$AUC
[1]
$TjurR2
[1]

NA

NA

NA

NA 0.8831533

NA

NA

NA 0.412978

NA

NA

$SR2
[1]

NA

NA 0.6065476 0.5767869

$O.AUC
[1]

NA

NA 0.8771701 0.8498264

$O.TjurR2
[1]

NA

NA 0.3972188 0.3315651

$O.RMSE
[1]

NA

NA 0.3699078 0.3881438

$C.SR2
[1]

NA

NA 0.5199180 0.5091177

$C.RMSE
[1]

NA

NA 1.668595 6.290783
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Figure 9: Heatmap of the Beta parameters for the mixed-distributions model
As discussed in the vignette on univariate models, the types of performance measures that can be computed
depend on the nature of the response data. For this reason, many of the performance measures can not be
evaluated for all species, and thus their values are NA, i.e. missing.
Even if the species follow different error distributions, they all have the underlying linear predictor at the
same scale, and the same types of underlying parameters. Thus, we may for example view the β parameters
(Fig. 9) for all species simultaneously, as we did for the case where all species followed a normal model.
postBeta = getPostEstimate(m, parName="Beta")
plotBeta(m, post=postBeta, param="Support", supportLevel = 0.95)
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